Man Loses
Job After False
Claims

Despite Mr. Lehner’s successes, in
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from his position. Some new board
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Mr. Lehner was stealing money and
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members later described, in deposi-
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Mr. Lehner began his career in the
private club industry as a chef in

tion testimony and letters addressed

New York. He eventually became
more interested in the managing as-

“witch hunt.” Three months later,

pects of the industry. In 1991, he
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Manager for the Polo Club, which
was then one of the largest private

to various Board members, as a
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Mr. Lehner is a quiet, gentle, disciplined man, devoted to his family and his profession. He has
been happily married to his wife
MaryLou for more than 30 years,
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ily. Though he felt terribly
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Decisions...Decisions...Decisions...
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